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Background Notes and Acknowledgements

Background and purpose
This booklet was compiled for a single purpose: to be a resource for a confelence organised in autumn 1094 by the
Runnymede Trust in partnership with the Conudission for Racial Equality, the European Commission and the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on Race and Community. It was intended to be a useful rekrence point at the conference itself, and
also in f011ow-up discussions and deliberations. This reprinted version contains some small textual revisions.

Authorship and sources of data
The booklet was compiled by Kaushika Amin and Robin Richardson. Virtually all the facts which it contains arc quoted

from official government sources. In particular it makes much use of data from the Small Arca Statistics and the Incal Base

Statistics of the 1991 Census of Population.

Census data is Crown copyright, and is made available to researchers through the purchase made by theIconomic and

Social Research Council. We have drawn in particular on the painstaking work of Dr David Owen, at the Centre for

Research in Ethnic Relations (CRER) at the University of Warwick. Another major source has been the Labour Force

Survey. Full bibliographical references for the whole booklet are given on page 36.

Photographs
Gratefid acknowledgement is made to Format Partners for the photograph on the cover (by Maggie Murray), on page 11

(by Melanie Friend), on page 17 (by Brenda Prince), on page 23 (by Joanne O'Brien), and on page 33 (by Ulrike Preuss).

l'he photograph on page 27 is reprinted with acknowledgement to Southern Newspapers.

Tables and figures

"Fable 1 and Figures 1 and 4: Office of Population Censuses and Surveys. Table 9: Cabinet Office. Fables 15, 16,

Labour Force Survey. Tables 18 and 19: British Crime Survey. Table 21: Central Statistical Office. All other tables, in the

specific form ir which they appear in this booklet, were compiled by the Runnymede 'll-ust from the sources indicated. All

figures other than 1 and 4 were created by technicalgraphics, Chichester.

Design
The booklet was designed and printed by technicalgraphics, Chichester (01213) 530222.

A detailed report on the conference is available. Entitled Challenge, Change ilia

Opportunity : Overview, texts and agenda, it contains the kemote Jectures by the Ilome

Secretary and the Chairman of the (:ommission for Racial Equality, and extracts front

111.111\ olliel 01 thc c0111(.101LC 1),Ipels,. It COq,, 0.0)1 101 (3.00 lot subscribeis to Ihr

Runnynwtle Bulletin). A Copy of the conference recommendations, entitled Agenda jiff

Adion,is aailable free of harge.
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The Horizon Leans Forward

A great comma "My name ;s Karim Amir," writes the young narrator of Hanif Kureishis A Buddha

of Suburbia, introducing himself in the novel's first sentence, "and I am an

Englishman born and bred, almost." The sentence contains one of the great

commas of modern literature: "English born and bred, almost."

Thi: booklet

The comma is significant for three separate but related sets of reasons. First, there

are more and more people in modern Britain who, like Karim Amir, are "English

born and bred, almost" people who, as Karim puts it, are a funny kind of

Englishman, a new breed as it were, having emerged from two old histories", with

an "odd mixture of continent . and blood, of here and there, of belonging and not".

The 1991 Census shows that about one in 20 of ail British people are now, as it

were, "British, almost, experiencing within themselves a mixture of histories and

continents, of here and there, of belonging and not. Close analysis of the Census,

studying in particular the different age-patterns of different communities, shows

that in 20 years time the proportion will be about one in ten. In London and other

large cities the present and projected proportions are much higher. Across the

whole range of social, cultural and political policy, account has to be taken of this

"new breed as it were".

But second, the comma is significant because it evokes the experience of everyone

else as well the other 19 in every 20, the other nine in every ten. All people,

increasingly, have a range of loyalties, affiliations, frames of reference and histories:

"multi-ethnic Britain" is within them, part of their consciousness, as well as around

and out:ide them. All people are affected by hybridity, mixing, interchange,

borrowing. For all people the future will involve, in the abiding tasks of creating

and maintaining a just and democratic social order, new senses of national and

cultural identity: new understandings of what it is to be British.

Third, the comma is a reminder of the realities of unequal access to key resources;

unequal participation in mainstream affairs; and processes of exclusion and

discrimination. If to be British is to participate fully in mainstream British

political, economic and cultural life then all too many people are no more than

"British, almost".

This booklet presents a selection oHey facts relevant to any consideration of the

future of Britain as a multi-ethnic democracy. In its present form it has been

compiled for a single purpose: to be a resource for a conference in September 1994

at the University of Reading, organised by the Runnymede Trust in partnership

ith the Commission for Racial Equality, the European Cmminission and the All-



The Horizon Leans Forward

Party Parliamentary Group on Race and Community. It is intended to be a useful

reference point at the conference itself, and also in follow-up discussions and

deliberations. It may well he that a second, expanded version will in due course be

compiled and published, incorporating points and suggestions made in response to

this conference version.

Thwards the end of A Buddha ofSuburbia the narrator describes his friend Jamila:

"... I thought what a terrific person she'd become ... I couldn't help seeing that

there was in her a great depth of will, of delight in the world, and much energy for

love. Her feminism, the sense of self and fight it engendered, the schemes and

plans she had, the relationships which she desired to take this form and not

that form -- the things she had made herself know, and all the understandings

this gave, seemed to illuminate her tonight as she went forward, an Indian woman,

to live a useful life in white England." Kureishi in effect emphasises here that there

is much more to personal and cultural identity than ethnicity. Jamila is "an Indian

woman" wanting to live -a useful life in white England" but also she is many other

things too, and for herself'and for her friends these are equally, or more, important.

She is "going forward'', stresses Kureishi, is shaped by her future as well as, and

rather than, by her heritage and past. Similarly Karim defines himself in relation to

the future rather than to the past: he is, he says, "from the South London suburbs

and going somewhere".

The statistical tables in this book cannot capture the complexities of self-definition

and hybridity, of personal and cultural identity, and of individual and family

trajectories into the future. They can and do, however, touch centrally on the

theme of -a useful life in white Britain". Many of the statistics, that is to say, show

the extent to which Karim and Jamila, and many other people like them, are taking

a full part, or on the contrary arc excluded from taking a full part, in the building

of democracy, the creation of wealth, the weaving and maintenance of public and

common cuhure. The book's continuing focus is on likely futures as well as, and

rather than, the present and the past. Briefly, the outline of the book is as follows.

Chapter 'IWo provides general demographic statistics about black and ethnic

minority communities throughout Britain. Chapter Three is about their

involvement in society's political culture, as elected members and officers; Chapter

Four shows their panicipation in the economy and the labour market; Chapter

Five considers their involvement with issues ()flaw, rights and criminal justice, and

within this context the realities of racial violence and harassment; Chapter Six,

finally, recalls that many (but by no means all) black and ethnic minority

communities arc seriously affected .1s arc inam wliite communities by

multiple deprivation.

JPIII

A useful life



The Horizon Leans Forward

New steps of change When William Jefferson Clinton was inaugurated as President of the United States

on 20 January 1993 he commissioned Maya Angelou to present a poem about her

dreams for a new social order. She wrote and performed a celebration of both

diversity and justice, and of both collective and individual endeavour and hope.

There arc many ways, she said, of being American: "... the Asian, the Hispanic, the

Jew, the African, the Native American, the Sioux, the Catholic, the Muslim, the

French, the Greek ..." and she addressed a multiplicity of heritage and history:

"You the Turk, the Arab, the Swede, the German, the Eskimo, the Hungarian, the

Pole, You the Ashanti, the Yoruba, the Kru, bought, sold, stolen, arriving on a

nightmare, praying for a dream ..." Her hymn to cultural, personal and religious

diversity was part and parcel of her hopes for civilisation and for a just society', not

conceivably independent of them. It is the future which matters, finally', not

heritage and history':

Histoiy, despite its wrenching pain,

Oinnot be unlived, but iffaced

With courage, need not be lived again.

"Do not be wedded forever to fear," she continued, "yoked eternally to brutishness.

The horizon leans forward, offering you space to place new steps of change ..."

As we see and approach the horizon which leans forward in Britainind as we place

new steps of change, we shall need amongst many other things sound facts

and figures about trends and patterns. Hence this booklet and others like it. Such

publications are ridiculously and embarrassingly modest and slight in relation to

the huge tasks, political and administrative, economic and alit oral, personal and

social, to be undertaken. They do have, however, their essential part to play.

Issues of national, cultural, sexual and personal identity featured centrally in

Marina Warner's 1994 Reith I.ectures, entitled Managing Monsters: six myths (,f our

thne. The sixth and final lecture, entitled Home: Our Famous Island Race", drew

towards its end with a quotation front Derek Walcott, who won the Nobel prize for

literature in 1992. Walcott was born in St Lucia and his forebears included both

black slaves and white colonists. In his poetry and plays, Marina Warner said, he

has "worked back and forth over the relations of home and history' ... His work

puts the dominant and anguished questions of this end of the millennium: what

does it mean to belong and not to belong? What way can histoty be told and

experience be lived to bring about a sense of belonging? How does one come

home:"

9
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In the asking and probing of such questions, imaginative literature has a vital role

to play: for "stories held in common make and remake the world we inhabit".

And the lecture continued: "Walcott rt produces the dense mesh of modern

identity, with its multiple compass points, its layered exreriences; he stands

witness to a rich and painful story made in common by both invadc, and

invaded, coloniser and colonised, migrants and residents ..."

The lesson taught by Walcott, Marina \Varner concluded, as also by other great

writers of modern times, is that "no home is an island; no homegrown culture can

thrive in permanent quarantine. \Ve're all wayfarers and we make our

destinations as we go." In her final paragraph she cited a remark made by a

character in Walcott's version of The Odyssey, "We earn home, like everything

else". And the lecture and the whole series of lectures ended thus:

Walcott doesn't mean paying the rent or the mortgage. He means

taking part in the journey, using memory, imagination, language

to question, to remember and to repair, to wish things well

without sentimentality, without rancour, always resisting the

sweet seduction of despair.

The dreams, visions and ideals sketched by writers such as Maya Angelou and

Marina Warner are important as sources of inspiration, perseverance and

commitment. But more prosaic, pragmatic and measurable accounts of the good

society, specifically of the multi-ethnic good society, need to be sketched out as

well. It is suggested in this bookkt that a multi--ethnic society is good, or any way

getting better, if it has five main measurable katures. to do respectively with

politics and government;

work and social class;

crime, law and justice;

material conditions of life;

arts, culture and recreation.

There are very brief notes on each of these on the next page. Then the main

body of the booklet illustrates each of the tirst four in tutu. The fifth, to do with

the arts, Lulture and recreation, is both an ensuing consequence of, and a

formative influence on, each of the other four. But facts, figures and statistics

about it are left here to another day. In the meanwhile, to cite again that

inaugural poem, the hori/on leans forwatd...

References

ht the Puhe of Ilormty, be \ Lisa Angelou, Virago, 1991
Ihe Buddha or Sulturh,,t by I 1anil KiiFuIslli, I.ihci and 1..thet.
llartaging .11enbter, by farina Wm no. Vintage, 1991. 1 0

No home is an island



The Multi-Ethnic Good Society - five features

Politics and government
People with a range of ethnic identities

can and do take a full part in party politics

at national and local levels, as both parry

workers and elected members; and in the

planning and running of public services

and bodies, at all levels of seniority and

respow:oility.

FEATURE Two

Work and social class
People with a range of ethnic identities

can and do participate fully in the labour
market, across many manufacturing and

service industries, and at all levels of the

occupational class system, including the

professions and management.

FEATURE FIVE

Arts, culture and recreation
People with a range of ethnic identities

can and do participate in the creation and

enjoyment of public mainstream culture:
including fiction and poetry; the press and

journalism; the entertainment media; the
performing and visual arts: and

recreational pursuits.

FEATURE THREE

Material conditions of life
No community is disproportionately

afkcted by poor material conditions of life,
kir example poor and undesirable housing.

Crime, law and justice
No community is disproportionately the

victim of threats and violence. There is no
unjustifiable discrimination or exclusion by
ethnicity in employment or the provision of
goods and services. People with a range of
ethnic identities can and do play a full part

in running the justice system, in all its
branches. No community is

disproportionately involved in
crime and deviance.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Notes

This briLlsummary of the measurable features of a good sosictv is provided for dist ussion. It is Lertainly not intended to 'C

cotnprehensive. The first fitur of the five features are used to provide a framewotk fOr the presentation of statistiLs in this
Imoklet.
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Terms and Definitions

Most or all of the key terms and phrases used in discussions of multi-ethnic Britain are contested. The same word can mean
different things, and can have different connotations and nuances, and different itnplications for practical policy, for
different people and in different contexts. Further, a word or phrase can change in its meanings, usage and usefulness, for
any one person or group, within a short space of tim.. In virtually all discussions and debates ibex may be accusations and
worries about so-called political con cctness. No-one can get away with stipulating how words should definitely be used, or
should not be used. At the least, however, authors and speakers ought to be ready to explain the meanings they have in
mind when they use contested words, and to be consistent.

This booklet is largely based on figures and statistics taken from governmental publications. Therefore. we Mainly (but not
entirely) use terms and words with the Same meanings which they have in official discourse. Specifically, MU usage is as

f011ows:

"Ethnic minori
We use this term in the same wav that it is used be the Office fOr Population (:ensuses and SurveystOPCS1
in its publications about the 1991 Census i.e. it refers to people who in effect defined themselves at the
time of the Census as -not-white". The Census divided ethnic minority or not-white people into nine
categories. We use Most but not all of these in this booklet, as shown below.

"Black-and ethnic minori "

We use this tcrm with precisely the same meaning as outlined abose for -ethnic minority... We prefer the
longer phrase because virtually all Black people, and al-,o some South 1...s.an people, define themselves and
each other as Black rather th'an as belonging to an ethnic minority. We wish to reflect and respect people's
self-definitions, not merely follow uncritically the usage of' documents [elating to the 1 991 Cetlsu.

ommuni '
We find it frequently preferable to use the term -eommunities-. as in the phrase -ethnic minoritk
communities-, rather than -group- (as in -ethnic group.). The term is not ideal, but nesertheless helps to
signal some nuanccs not implied by the word -guntp-. NleMbers of' a eommunity have Sharud agendas .111d
interests, alld a shared sense of history and identity though also. eertainly,they may base their internal
politics. tensions and disagreements. It is also relevant to recall and emphasise that manv so-called ethnk
groups in fact contain several different communities; the defining featurcs of these may be to do with
religion; country or region of origin; and region and neighbourhood within Britain.

"Black"

We follow ON 'S in the us of this term, to icier to three separate categories in the 1 99 1 ( kllossll in

the (2ensus as "(:aribbean", -...frican" and -Black ()thuer". Within the overall category -Black ss, sometimes
distinguish between "Afro-t ....ribbean" on the one hand and -African" on the other. 'Ibis insolses collapsing
together the two separate °PCS categories of -Caribbean- and -Black Other- into the single category of
-Afio-Caribbean-. The rationale for doing this has been explained in thorough detail by Roger Ballard athl
Virinder Singh Kalra*

"South Asian"

We use this term wheneser we wish to refer generiealh to Bangladeshi. Indian and Pakistani people c.

the term does not include the ( 1)q. s categories of "( hinese- or -Asian Other".

See bililiogiapliv on pag,e irt tot Inn dektils.



Demography and Location

On census night in April 1991 almost 55 million people

were counted as resident in Great Britain 54, 888, 844

to be precise. Of these, just over three million 3, 015,

150 to be again absolutely precise were classified as

"ethnic minority'. That is about 5.5 per cent of the total
population.

In England the proportion of black and ethnic minority

people was 6.2 per cent, almost exactly one in 16, and in

Greater London it was just on a fifth, 20.2 per cent. In
Wales it was 1.5 per cent and in Scotland 1.3 per cent The
actual question which appeared on the census form is

shown in Figure One on the next page.

Contents

Population by ethnicity

Overlays and overlaps

Map of multi-ethnic Britain
Local authorities and districts

Looking to the, future

p 12
p 13

p 14

p 14

p 16
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Demography and Location

Figure 1

The "ethnic

question" in the

1991 census

11

Po illation b eilioici

Please tick the appropriate box.

II the person is descended from more than one ethnic or racial
group. please tick the group to which the person considers he she
belongs, or tick the 'Any other ethnic group box and describe the
person's ancestry in the space provided.

hth

k

111,1,k Alm in 2

lilack-Other
r/cam. d.i I lbe

_

Indian ;

.N.n other ctImic gioup
Maw ih, raw

The way in which everyone was classified by the Onice of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) is shown in Table One
below. This is the official summary of the British population by ethnicity, based on answers given to the question cited
above. But there arc other possible ways of showing precisely the sallic information. Table 'IWo, fr example, re-groups and
re-names some of the categories.

.1hc main differences between the OPCS summary and the alternative summary are as follows. First, the alternative
summary uses the term "communities" rather than "ethnic groups". This is in order to recall that members of a so-called
ethnic group have interests in common, and a shared sense of belonging and history. Also it can act as a reminder that an
ethnic group may contain many differeUt communities in terms of for example religious and national heritage, and in
terms of settlement, occupation and social class within Britain. Second, the category "South Asian communities" is used to
refer to people whose heritage and origins are in Bangladesh. India and Pakistan.

Third, the term "majority communities'' is used to refer to those who are "white". Fourth, the term -Afro-(:aribbean. is
lased to refer not only to people who defined themsels es in the census as "Black Caribbean" but also to those who defined
themselves as "Black lther". The reasons for these various alternative terms and categories are indicated in the notes on
terminology on page ten. Fhere are further notes abmit the 1991 census on page 36.

F

lable 1: OPCS summary of population by ethnicity, 1991 Table 2: alternative summary of population by ethnicity, 1991 1

Ethnicity Number in
thousands

Per cent of
total

population

Per cent of
minority

population

Ethnicity Number in
thousands

Per cent of
total

population

Per cent of
minority

population

All ethnj( groups
V'hite
Ethnic minority groups
Black groups

Black Caribbean

Oh( k Mikan

Blad: other
Indian

Pakkt,tni

Bangladeshi

(11iincse

Other groups
Asian

Other (non Asian)
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51,8-,t
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212

1-8
810

I 6.5

I 5-

108

200

100.0

0.4.5

S.s

1.6

0,0

0.1
0. i

1.'1

11.0

0.3

0.5

0.,1

(1.5

100.0
50.s

16.6

-.0
6.0

2 d'.1/

I ',.8

45..1

5.1

6.6
0.6

Black «inummities

Alrkan

Alro-(:ariblie,m

South Asian konininnilies

Bangladeshi

Indian

Pakistani

Othei ininotit communities
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Asian

Val ions

All minorities

Majority (ommtmities

891

212

6-8
1..180

163

8.10

15-

108

20))

3,015

c1.8-1

1.6

0.1

I 2

5 -
....

0.3

1.5

0.9

(I. i

0.1

0.5

55
o45

2,1.-S

-.(1

22.S

i0.1
5.1

1-- 0

15.8

6.2

6.6
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Demography and Location

The right hand columns in Mille One and Table Two (on page 12
opposite) show the relative sizes of Britain's main ethnic minority
communities. Precisely the same information is shown in Figure "Iwo
and Figure Three on this page but here it is shown visually, in

order to give pictures fOr the mind's eye. Both figures show that out
of every 100 black and ethnic minority people, 49 (thus almost
exactly a half) belong to South Asian communities. Of these 49,
three fifths (28) have links with Indian cultures, regions and heritages;
a third (16) have their origins in Pakistan; and a tenth (5) have their
origins in Bangladesh.

I'hirtv of the 100 belong to Black communities, with 23 of the 30

being Afro-Caribbean and seven from various African countries.

Of the smaller communities, five of the 100 are Chinese; almost
seven, known by °PCS as "Other Asian", have their roots in various
Asian countries other than Bangladesh, China, I- long Kong, India or
Pakistan; and almost ten belong to a range of other small not-white
communities, or else are of mixed heritage. culture and ethnic
identity.

()Veda wand "overla

Figure Three has the advantage that it
invites overlays, as it were, and in this

waY is a vivid reminder that ethnicity has
many strands and components, not all of'
which are necessarily present in any one
person, and not all of which are
distinctive features of a single ethnic

group; and that in any case people derive
their sense of personal identity not only
from their ethnicity but also from many
other sources as well.

For example, an overlay ctmld be placed

on Figure Three with regard to religion.
This would show that Islam and
Christianity. to cite two particularly
relevant instames, can and do cut across
all diyidiug lines based on ethnicity. So
can and do secularism and agnosticism.
Similarly, very obviously, an overlay wnh

regard to gender would elal acro',N ill

ethnic boundaries. So would overlays
based on regional, local and
neighbourlmod loyalties. Als(, of iottrsc,
.111 overlay based on age-gioup and

generation would be independent of
ethnicity. This latter point is particularly
significant lot any consider.uion of
personal, cultural and national identity in
the fUture.

Figure 2: Black and ethnic minority
communities: relative sizes, 1991.

African 7.0%

Afro Caribbean 22.5%

Blirtglatif*I 5.4%

A

Chinese 5.2%

Other Asian 6.6%

Various 9.6%

Figure 3: Black and ethnic minority communities: visual summary, 1991.
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Local authorities and district-

Demography and Location

Figure 4: map of multi-ethnic Britain

d

Ma of irmlti-ethnic Britai

Figure Four is reprinted with acknowledgement to (WCS,

and is taken from the OPCS Topic Monitor on the 1991

census published in November 1993. It shows clearly that

black and ethnic minority communities are concentrated in

urban and industrial areas Greater London (where just

on a fifih of the population, 20.2 per cent, is of ethnic

minority background). Slough. Birmingham and the West

Midlands (where the proportion is 8.2 per cent), Leicester,

( ;realer Nlanchester and Vest Thrkshire. In Slough and in

eicester, and also in nine I A indon boonighs. the ethnic

minority population is more than a quarter. In mainly rural

areas. I1Ms ever, the proportion is less than one per CCM.

Three, on page 15, gives more infOrtnation about the

38 local authority districts with die largest numbers and

proportions of black and ethnic Milli)1 its people

Thble Three, on page 15 opposite, lists the local
authority districts and boroughs which have the largest
numbers and proportions of black and ethnic minority
people, and it shows also that the different communides
tend to be concentrated or clustered in different parts of
the country. About three fifths of all Afro-Caribbean
and African people live in London, compared with two
fifths of people with Indian backgrounds and less than
one fifth (18 per cent) of Pakistanis.

The way to read Table Three is as follows. The
authorities are listed in a rank order, according to the
absolute (not relative) size of their ethnic minority
communities. 'Hie first column gives the number in
thousands of black and ethnic minority people.
Birmingham, for example. has 206,800 such people.
"[he second column shows what proportion of the local
population this is in the case of Birmingham it is
21.5 per cent (just over a fifth). The figure in brackets
indicates the place in a rank order of proportions. Thus
Birmingham is shown as being 15th in such an order. It

can be seen that the ten districts with the largest
proportions are, in rank order, (1) Brent (2) Newhain (3)
Thwer Hamlets (4) Hackney (5) Ealing (6) Lambeth (-)
Haringey (8) Leicester (9) Slough and (10) I !arrow.

lhe third column shows the proportion of black and
ethnic minority people which the district contributes to
the ethnic miiwrite population of the whole country.
Birmingham, for example, has almost seven per cent of
all ethnic minority people. The eight London
authorities included in the list above have between them
19.66 per cent (almost exactly a fifth) of all ethnic
minority people.

The fOurth column names the largest single minority
community, .md in brackets says what proportion of the
total population this is. In Birmingham, fOr example,

the Pakistani community is the largest and it constitutes
6.9 per cent of Birmingham's overall population. '1.he
other districts in the list where the largest minority
community is Pakistani are Bradford, 1.mon.
Nlanchester, Nottingham and Sheffield. I he term fro-

( :aribhean- is used to refer to people classified in the
1991 Como% as either "Black Caribbean- or "Black
other-. Lthle Three shows dim Afro-t 'aribbeao pcople
form the largest minority commtnlity in several I ondon
authorities, hut not elsewhere in the country: ( .roydon.
I airbeth. I lac kne. I lammersmith and Fulham,
1 latingey. Islington. I ewisham, Southwark, Waltham
Forest .111(1 \Vandsssortli.

i 6 plp
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Ile.lse see the notes about this table on )age 1.1 oppmitc.

Table 3: districts with largest numbers of black and ethnic minority residents, 1991

District Thousands' Per cent black and
ethnic minority'

Per cent of total
minority population

Largest minority
(per cent)*

1 Birmingham 2068. 21.5 (15) 6.87 Pakistani (6.9).

2 Brent 109.1 44.9 (I) 3.63 Indian (17.2)

3 Newham 89.9 12.1 (2) 2.99 Indian (13.0)

4 Ealing 89.1 32.4 (5) 2.96 Indian (16.1)

5 Leicester 77.1 28.5 (8) 2.56 Indian (22.3)

6 Lambeth 73.8 30.1 (6) 2.45 Afro-Caribbean(15.3)*

' Bradford 71.5 15.6 (2') 2.38 Pakistani (9.9)

8 Hackney 61.0 33.7 (4) 2.03 A1'ro-Caribbean(15.3)

9 1 laringey 58.7 29.0 (7) 1.95 Afro-Caribbean (11.6)

10 Rmer I iamlets 57.1 35.4 (3) 1.90 Bangladeshi (22.9)

II Cro,don 55.7 17.6 (24) 1.83 Afro-Caribbean (6.0)

12 Waltham Forest 54.3 25.6 (11) 1.81 Afro-Caribbean (8.5)

13 Barnet 53.7 18.3 (2.2) 1.79 Indian (-.3)

14 Southwark 53.4 24.4 (12) 1.78 Afro-Caribl)ean (10.6)

I S I larrow 52.6 26.3 (10) 1.75 Indian (16.1)

16 Manchester 51.2 12.6 (33) 1.70 Pakistani (3.8)

I- Wandswoi th 50.9 20.2 (18) 1.69 Afro4:aribbean C.-)

18 Lewisham 50.8 22.0 (14) 1.69 Afro-Caribbean (12.5)
to I lostow 49.9 24.4 (12) 1.66 Indian (14.3)

20 Redbridge 48.4 21.,i (16) 1.61 Indian (10.2)

21 Wolverhampton 45.0 18.6 (21) 1.49 Indian (11.4)

22 Sandwell 42.6 14.-7 (30) 1.40 Indian (7.9)

23 Ki,kkes . 39.7 10.- (37) 1.32 Indian (3.1)

231.eeds 39.7 3.8 (?) 1.32 Indian (1.4)

25 Westminster 37.4 21.4 (16) 1.24 Afro-Caribbean (4.3)

26 (:oventrv 34.9 11.8 (35) 1.16 Indian (".3)

.2- 1.uton 34.0 19.8 (19) 1.13 Pakistani (6.2)

28 Islin!.ton 31.1 18.9 (20) 1.03 Afro-Caribbean (6.9)

2') (.amdt It 30.4 I '.8 (23) 1.01 Bangladeshi (3.5)

30 Nottingham 28.3 10.8 (36) 0.94 Pakistani (2.6)

31 Slough 28.0 2-.' (9) 0.93 Indian (12.5)

32 Nlerton 27.4 16.3 (26) 0.91 Indian (3.4)

33 Greens,. tit 26.4 12.- (32) 0.88 India]. (3.4)

31 i lamm/ Fulham 26.0 1-.5 (25) 0.86 Afro-Caribbean C.-)

i5 SlieHield 25.1 5.0 (:') 0.84 Pakistani

36 kcns.ton/( .11c1w.t 21.6 15.6 I 2- 1 0.72 'Othei -Other.

31 )erbv 21.1 9.- (42) 0.70 Indian

38 Blak kburn 21.0 15.4 (29) 0.70 Indian (-.- I

I bete ate notes about this table on page 14 opposite. tontintted tut part )6.

1 he use Of the won ..tobbean' e plan, d on pAgt
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Lookin to the faun

The age-struaures of black and ethnic minority communities are very
dific.rent front those of majority communities they have a touch larger
proportion of children, teenagers and young adults. and a much smailer
proportion of people over 65. Ihe differences are shown clearly in
Figure Five. With regard tO the younger generation) third of all black
and ethnic minority people are under 16, compared with just under A
firth or white people. Almost three fifths (59 per cent) Are under 30,
compared with two fifths (39.7 per cent) of white people. At the other
end of the life span, only one in 33 black and ethnic minority people is
over 65, compared with one in six (16.8 per cent) of white people.

It rollows from these two major differences in the age-structures that over

the next 20 years there will be proportionately more births to black and
ethnic minority parents than to white parents. and that there will be
proportionately far fewer deaths. For these two separate reasons (higher
birth rate, lower death rate), the numbers and proportions of black and
ethnic minority people will grow. It has beeii estimated that by about
the year 2.020 the number will have doubled, and that it will then
stabilise. Clhe calculations are explained in full by Roger Ballard and
Virinder Singh (see the bibliography on page 36 for full details).

Figure Six shows the relative sizes of different minority communities
with particular regard to children under five. If the percentages in Figure
Six are compared with those in Figure TIme (also shown in the right
hand column of .111ble Two), it can be seen that Bangladeshi, Pakistani

and -various- communities will grow in sip: in relation to others, and
that others will either remain the same or will decline.

African 7.5°.
Various 14.3% 00-15 Fa 16-29 0 30-44 045-64 mi 65 and over

Figure 5a The age structure of black
and ethnic minority communities

33.0%

15.2%

Figure 5b The age structure of majority communities

Age Group

-

Asian 4.8°

Chinese 3.3%

Pakistani 18.9%

Indian 22 100

Afro-
Caribbean 22.1°.

Bangladeshi 7 5"..

Figure 6

Black and ethnic minority children under live the relatise sums

of the different communities.

18

, //lied /iwin pa.ty

Indian communities are the 1110`A widespread. it)

terms of geographital lotation. Fhey form the
largest minority comnumis. ii m,my parts of
ss est and north-west lAmdon Barnet, Brent,

Laling, 1I.urow and I lounslow; also Slough, on
ondon's w stern outskirts; in Newham and

Redbiidge in east -it mdon, and ( ;reenwit h ,md
Merton in south-1 ondon. In the midl,mds ilie

are the largest tommunity in ( :oventrv. I )et hs,

I eitester, Sandwell and Wolverhampton; in the
n, iith. m kitkIte. mid I ClAk.

I hen: Ale Mils isso dutliontics I citcici huh
Ii)wci Runlets whuic the laigest

LommuniiS tomprises at least a filth of the
total population.
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THE MULTI-ETHNIC GOOD SOCIETY
FEATURE ONE

Politics and government
"People with a range of ethnic

identities can and do take a

full part in party politics at
national and local levels, as

both party workers and elected
members; and in the planning
and running of public services
and bodies, at all levels of

seniority and responsibility."

Parliament

Local councils

The civil service

Public bodies and quangos
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Politics and government

We consider in the following pages the extent to which ethnic minority comtnunities are involved in, or apparently excluded
from, mainstream political life as elected members in national and local government; the extent to which they have
significant responsibilities for day-to-day government and administration as officials in he civil service; and the extent to
which they are being invited to join the the various new non-elected governmental bodi, .nown collectively as quangos or

quangocracies, which are currently taking over many of the responsibilities previously ass, ted with local go,,,A-omeot,

Parliament
If ethnic minority people were members of the I louse of Commons in the sante proportion as in the population at large
there would be exactly 35 5.5 pc r cent (their proportion of the WW1 population) of 650 (the total number of MI's). In

fact there are six. Also there are three members of the I louse of I.ords. Thee arc all, both Nil's and peerS, named in the list

below.

Black and ethnic minority members of parliament and peers

Members of Parliament
Name Party Constituency Year elected/created

I)iane Abbott Labour Hackney North & Stoke Newington 198-
Paul Boateng I.abour Brent South I 987

Nirj Deva Conservative Brentford and Islew lull 1992

Bernie Grant l.abour Ibttenham I 987

Piara Khabra 1.abour Ealing Southall I 992

Keith Vai Labour I.eicester East 198-

Peers

Lord (:hitnis Crossbencher 19-7
.ord I )esai [About 1991

adv Hat her Conservative 1900

Table 4: Political and gender composition
of the House of Commons, June 1994

Party Women Men Totals

Conservatite 18 312 330
I.abour 38 231 269

Liberal Denmcrats 3 20

Other
tipeaker and deputies

15

Totals 62 ;80 65 I

[able Five shows the itititchet s (11 Af.ro-

:aribbean and South Asian randidate
lor padiament in genetal elet dons
since l,ro. He figures I'm I 'literal

)entocrats in 1983 and 198- int ludr
andidatt lot the Scc cl I Vino( ;au,

Party.

It is relevant to recall the overall political and gender
composition of the I louse of ( :ommons, as shown in

Four. Women constitute five per cent of'
Conserative N1Ps, il per cent of I abour and 13 per
Lent of l.iberal kmocrats; overall they are 9.5 per
cent of all N1Ps. This is by way of saying that they are
almost .1% poorly represented in the I loow of

Commons as are ethnic minorities: both women and
ethnic minorities have less than a filth of their
statistically fair share of seats.

Table 5: Afro-Caribbean and Asian candidates and
their political parties, 1970-1992
Year Conservadve labour
19-0

19-A 1-el,

Fib Dem

1

I S

9 It)

2,1
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I..neal government provides valuable political

°ppm (unities and experience. For this reason as

for others it is relevant to consider the extent to

which black and ethnic minority people arc

involved :Is L'Alldidates and elected members.

A telephone survey by the Runnymede I'rust in

sununer 1994 collected data Ott the newly-

elected London COLIIICIIS. It Was [(Mild that

there were 202 AfricanArro-Caribbean and
South Asian councillors out of a total of' 19 1-,

thus just over one in ten. This constituted a
small but sound increase from the situation

shortly behue the Nlay 1991 elections, when

there were I-9 Black and South Asian

councillors, .md a large increase compared with

1 986, when there Were 13.4.

Despite the fact that Afro-Caribbean people are

the largest minority community in many
I.ondon boroughs (as shown in l'able Three, on

page I 5), and despite the fact that there are

slightly more Black people in London than

South Asian (535,000 compared with 520,000).
nearly seven tenth, 4,111 ethnil minority

councillors in London are of South Asian

background. The overall pattern is slum n in

Table Six.

In 1992 Andrew (1eddes at the University of

Salford conducted a survey of all local

authorities in kingland and Wales, to find out

the invokement of black and ethnic minority

people in local politics at district, borough and

county levels, l'he overall pattern for kngland
is reflected in I'able Seven. The table shows that

the survey collected data on 1 8,--8 local

councillors altogether, of's, hom only 28- 1.5

per Lent were of ethnic minority background.
I he vast majority of these 12iS. or 86 per c(nt)

represented the 1.abour Party, and rather

more than half (55 per cent) were

members of metropolitan and 1 ondon

councils as distinct from the comic ils of

districts and (mimics.

Table 6: Black and ethnic minority members of London councils,

1994. Source: The Runnymede Trust.

F.thnic Minority (:ouncillors in 1.ondon

Total
Council

.

"'ism
Afro -

Caribbean As"
% African/Afro-

Caribbean
Asian Councillors

14.uktng :: ).1!.:., ilium 51 (1 0 3 5.9
li.,111,.( 60 () 1 6.7
Is, .1,-, 62 0 0 0 0.0
Iirt ni 66 1 7 8 24.2

lit,,m1v, 60 (4 0 0 0.0
( .undrn 59 0 1 3 6.8

70 0 2 3 7.1

. Ihniz 71 0 0 V+ 21.1

1 nficld 66 (4 0 II 0.0

62 1 3 17.7

IL. kno 60 2 5 1 18.3

ii.minIcr.nmli ;:,, i ullum 50 0 2 2 8.0

I Lumgo 59 0 6 s 24.1

11.11RM 63 0 1 I 7.9
I I. CI Mg 63 0 0 0 0.0
I lillingdim 69 0 0 2 2.9

11,,unsb, 60 0 2 1.i 26.7

1,1inc.lon 52 0 15.4

K,,,g,,,,, ( 1,, I 54 o 1 3 7

killt;1011 50 (I 0 I 2.0
I .11.11,ol, 64 0 4 0 6.3

1 c, k(an) 67 3 6 6 22.4
Mci ion 57 0 2 0 3.5

No, h.lin 60 0 3 1- 1 28.3
It, di.(14, 62 0 (1

- 11.3

I6, kmond 52 0 0 0 0.0

Nmilm.n k 64 1 2 - 7.8
suit ql 56 (4 0 I 1.8

1,,,,,t I (Ando, 50 0 0 1.4 28.0

51 0 0 10 17.5

\X anils,, ,I1 61 I 2 3 8.2
M. inunocr 60 I 0 1

104.11 1917 13 50 139 10.5

'Fable 7: members of'local councils in England, by party and ethnicity,
1992 Source: ( ieddes, 11)93 (full details in bibliography on page 36)

'Iype authorit

1 1t,1

( (ifint5

.eddes also (A.1111111(.41 the (fi) let elI, us in Sletiopolitati

palm ipation in lotal govei Innen( betsseen 1,11,14,1,

women .md men .onongst hI,1 I. and
lotals

3EST COPY AVAILABLE

'Fowl Total lAlfiliations nI It & em* councillors
councillor% I) & etni 1 ahour I Cons 1 I.D I Ind

1 ;68

t')

10i 00

i

li1 Id 111, Ind !(cill. 111.,11.IIIN

18

1 8

12 I I

,) 1 1C1
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ethnic minority people, and the difKTences between Sollh
Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities. The overall res all
is shown in .1..ab le Light. As was found also by the 1994

Runnymede survey in Londonkthere were pror
far more South Asian councillors than Afro-Ca. &bean.

With regard to gender, however. Afro-Caribbeaa-omen
were much more likely to be involved than South
women. There were eleven times as many Asian male
councillors as Asian female (185 compared with I 7). but
three in eight Afrof :aribbean councillors were Ss oincli (32
(l11[ of 85 altogether). Overall, 64 per cent of all ethnic
minority councillors (185 out of 28-) were Asian men.

wow=

Table 8: ethnic minority councillors in England by
community and gender, "+9917_ ..ource: Andrew
Geddes; 1993 (full details in bibliography on page 36)

Ca;:pmunity

Gender

Women Men Totals

Afro-Ca. ibbean 32

So,..:, Asian1 1-

1 Totals 49
I

85

185 202

238 287

For several years the civil service has monitored its whole workforce lw ethnicity and lw grade of seniority, and has published
clear and readable progress reports. It sets an excellent example, in the rigour and clarity of its research and reporting, for
other public bodies for example in local government, the education system, the health service, quangos to follow.

Also the private sector could valuably undertake the kinds olanalysis made bv the civil service. .I.he progress reports show
slow but real improvements between 1989 and 1993 with regard to the employment and promotion of ethnic minority
staff, though also that there is still much to be done, particularly at higher levels. Progress in the period 1989-1993 is
summarised in Table Nine. To tniderstand the fUll implications of'the table, the reader needs to know the broad strucnire of
civil service salaries and hierarthies.

There are three main bands. The most senior b,md has seven separate grades. The salaries fOr thesett 1 April 1993, ranged
from a maximum of 195,000 at ( trade I through a mid poMt of 146,500 at Grade 5 to a mid-ponn «I about 1-31,500 am
Grade The middle band is the executive band and has three levels; in descending order of seniority these carried salary
ranges in April 1993 oil:19,215 --I:25,810 For senior executise ofIlLers, /15,363-421,059 ror highei executive olliceis,
and i:11, 208 -416,835 for excLutive officers. Tile lowest band Lonsists of adnUnistrative, secretaml. support and clerical
posts. For Adminisirative offiLers "md assistants the range in 1993 was 1.6,-- 1.12.036.

Table 9: proportions of ethnic minority staff' in the civil
service, 1989-1993. Source: Cabinet Office, -Equal
Opportunities in the Civil Service'', details on page 36.

Seniority

(;rades 1

xecut iVe .11)

Average or to

1989 1992 1993

1.5 1.8 2.1

I above 2.3 2.8 3.0
5.9 -.I 7.2

tal .2 5.0 S.)

1993

number

I88
6,506

10.0+1

22,550

[Table 10: Seniority levels of ethnic
minority staff in the civil service, 1993.

1.evel Number 00

(;rades 488 2.1

I-At:Linke I 6,018
Clerical 16,0+1 -1.1

The pertentages m I able Nine are oldie total number of staff. who filled in the monitoring fot ms eadi level ol senioiitv.

The table shows that, for example. (here was an ink lease every year and .tt every grade level m the piopoi lions 01 edinit
minorit staff. Ii shows also. hossever, mliii old% 2.1 pc; eimi 0) slan ii si Illor grade lesels in 1093 (one in 50) \ere from
(111111c. nunorit 11.1i.kgiounds \slit teas pei Lent tone in IA of leikal stall S\el e limn these hal kgiounds. I he ['umbels in
the right hand Lolumn ,tre raw figures and ale used as the basis lOr Lompiling.l.able len. 1.11e shim that in 1903 the (ivil
serviLe employed 22, 550 Had: ,md effiniL minority stall in the three main bands. 01 these. -1 per Lent welt; invoked in
lel k wolk and general adntinisttative suppoit: 26.- pet Lent held exclutise posts; and only 2.1 per Lem wele in the highest

glades. Figure 'seven. on the nest page, shows that, by colloasi. only a hall of white stall s% CR' III the lower ad1111111s1ratI\ e.

lid' It al and suppolt posts: +LS per Lent \New employed at i xeLtuive gratk.s: and 5.6 pet dent were at grades 1
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'Fables Nine and I eli On the previous page, suggest many

questions for a further survey. For example, would be

relevant and important to know about differences,

between Afro-Caribbean and South Asian people at

different seniority levels; about differences between

different govermnent departments; differences in the

experience and promotion prospects of female staff and

male; and the extent to which, panicularly dt Grades 1--
7, black and ethnic minority staff are concentrated in

specialist posts, for example for law and medicine, rather

than located in the mainstream workforce and therefore

availabk: fOr promotion to the highest levels. Some of

these issues have been clarified by the civil service directly

in its own publications. Others were answered or probed

in late 1993 and early 1994 rhrough a series of'

parliamentary questions put by Keith Vaz. MP Table 1 1

shows the numbers of' Asian, Black and white staff in

Figure 7: Hierarchy and ethnicity in the civil service, 1993.

Source of data: Cabinet Office

Asian

Table 11: Numo, --, of ethnic minority staff in certain
government departments, 1993. Source: Ilansard 1993/94,
collated by the Runnyniede Trust

Department Grades 1-7 Executive Admin/clerical

Cabinet Office 1.5 9.5 56.5

Education 2 43 95

limployment 18 684 2948

Environment 11 12-- 308

Foreign & Comm 5 63 176

lealth 19 150 ,309

!Ionic 5 152 938

"Creasnry 3 3(1 108

Black White

Key

I
Grades 1 7

111 Higher Executive

Executive

1 I
Admin/clerical

eight government departments and 'Etble 12

shows the same data in percentages. Figure

Seven shows the picture for the civil service as a

whole. It can be seen that white staff are

disproportionately represented at the highest

grades; that Asian staff are considerably more

likely than Black to hold more senior posts; and

that conversely Black staff are significantly more

likely to I concentrated in the lowest grades

the clerical support posts) than either Asian staff

or white.

The government's third progress report on equal

opportunities in the civil service suggests that

the discrepancies shown in Tables 11 and 12111.1

be explained by differences in age and in length

of-service. For example, 45 per (Tilt of black staff
are under 30 years ol age compared vith 26 per cent of white and 32 per Lent of Asian. Filty-one per cent of" white staff

have more than ten years experience compared with 28 per cent of black staff and 36 per cent of Asian stall. The roport
also highlights the existence 4.1 glass ceiling being

experienced b ethnic minority women. It shows

that ethnic minorit women are koncennated in
administranse and support grades. 111 April 1993.

68 per cent of all white women staff were in these

grades, compared with 84 per cent of black women

and 82 per lent of , sian women. The report

Table 12: Proportions of ethnic minority staff in certain
departments, 1993. Source: I lansard 1993/94, collated lit the

Runnymede '11-ust

Department Grades Executive Adminklerical

concludes that -this recurrent pattern would

appear to wnlirm that ethnic minority women
expk rience a donlile (IRA\ anta!!,e-

1

\sian Black Asian

'.11)inct 0111,c 0.0 1.6 1.i
tilk .11.1011 I. 3.1 1.'3

111p10111C10 0.2 0 8 1.1 1.-
'11v110111111.111 O. 0.1 1.- 2.6
oileigli (.0111111 0.06 11.9

2.0
101111 0.1 1 .

Ireasul v 0.0 2.8 2.1

Kick 1 Asian

10. i 3.9

6.9
3.8 .1.2

8.2
3.1 2.1

11.1 (Lb
6.2 8.0
-.S 8.1
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Qtian os and. ublic bodie
There are over 1,300 "non-departmental public bodies" (NDPBs). They control between them some (..1 2 billion of public
money. Most appointees receive expenses only, but some are paid per day or per month, while others are full-time or part-

time. Annual salaries include £54,035 fOr the 114 immigration flill-time adjudicators; .09,120 for the 11 full-time
appointees made by the I ionic Office to the Police C:omphints Authority: and between 1:80,000 and L3) 5,000 h ir ftill-time

appointees to British Nuclear Fuels.

Table 13: Black and ethnic minority appointments
to public bodies, 1993. Source of data: Public Bodio
1 99.i, produced by the Cabinet Office, Office of Public

Service and Science, HMSO 1993.

Department White B&cm* Total

Cabinet Office 68 1 69

Education 166 6 172

Employment 3,336 98 3,434

Environment 3,206 96 3,302

Foreign & 138 143

I health 1,668 1.13 4,801

I home 1.1.18 160 4,308
Lord ( lhancellor 2,230 63 2,293
National I heritage 6:42 9 651

Social Security 8,116 37-0 8,495

.I.rade & Industry 8-9 887

Other 14,019 3' 14,051

Totals 41.606 1,000 42,606

Health Authorities and
'Frusts
At the time of a survey
undertaken in Slatch
1993, health authorities
and trusts had 53-i chairs.
of whom four (less than
one per cent) were ol

ethnic minorit
background. line,: o)
these four, ilkidemally.
were men. There cc.cre
1,186 norrc-cec utisc

members, ol whom .1'5

(*lust on three p(t c ctit)

cic blac LaiR1 ('thnic

nimoi it \ bac kgrotuRls.

1 stucc did not, moot umatcl,),,,blisli data about thc iclatisc ins ols emint oh
c hairs and non est.( itti( 11R:tubers. 111C Os clall e is sllos%11 Ill 1.11)1k. 1.{.

Thble 13, based m.nnly on information published by the
Cabinet Office, but including also some data gathered by
Keith Vaz MP, shows that as of 1 Sptember 1993 NDPBs
had between them some 42,000 metnbers. Of these, 97."
per cent were white. Exactly one thousand of them (2.3 per
cent) were from black and ethnic tninority cornmunitieS.
The Cabinet Office has not issued figures to show the
differing involvements of-Afro-Caribbean and South Asian

people in public bodies, and most government departments
Were unable to provide such a breakdown for Keith Vaz. 1 le

did, however, establish that just over two thirds of-ethnic
minority appointments to National I leakh Service bodies
were Asian (98 out o( 143); that the I tome Office made -9
Asian appointments and 68 Black: and virtually all the
appointments made by the Department of Environment 192
out of' 96) were of Black people. The Cabinet Office, for its
part, has shown that the male-female ratio fin c thnic
minority appointments was close to -2:28. Overall, the
tnale-lemale ratio was 83:1-.

(B&ctil blatk and ethnic. tililIccIltS )

14 Membership of health authorities and trusts by ethnicity, March 1993. Sourte
of data: Equality Amu) the &aid, a survey published jointly by the National Association of

Ilcalth Authorities (NAIINI) and King's Fund Centre, 1993. The tabulation does not, of

course, include vacancies. ('Mcni black auci Mink minority)

Type of body

Regional I health Authouty

Family I health `Ierviie , \ mho) itS

Chairs Non-ex're members

White B&eni ite B&em*

1.1

81

I )ktriit I Icalth Authority I 36 1

NI IS I rust 291

Special I health Author0 8 0

fOtals 530

wt.*,

62

13-9

14-11

00.0 i

aribbcan and cdtitli :\ scan people .1,NH) (

Totals

-8

83

137

1714

8

2020



Work and Social Class

THE MULTI-ETHNIC GOOD SOCIETY
FEATURE Two

Work and social class
"People with a range of ethnic
identities can and do participate
fully in the labour market, across

many manufacturing and service

industries, and at all levels of the
occupational class system, including
the professions and management."
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Partici ration in the labour market

Work and Social Class

The most up-to-date Source of information On ethnicity and employment is provided by the (;overnment's 1.abour Force
Survey (ITS), based on a quarterly survey of some 60,000 households. hacts from the l.abour Force Sursev are published
every quarter on a wide range of demographic and employment-related data and provide a snapshot of the labour market at

a given moment in time. People interviewed for the survey are now asked to classify their ethnic origin by using the

classification system which was adopted for the 1991 ( :ensus, and cornparisons between the census data and the ITS are

now, accordingly, much cask:- to make than previously.

It is important, in any discussion of work opportunities in modern society, to be familiar with sonic of the technical terms,
distinctions and definitions used by statisticians and officials. One key distinction, fOr example, is between "economically
active- and -economically inactivC. It is not only people who are working full-time who are considered to be economically
active, but also those who are unemployed (as technically defined), or who are on training schemes, or ill part-time jobs.
"Economically inactive" people are neither employed nor unemployed, but fOr example are students, or retired, or

looking after homes and families. There are considerable differences between men and women with regard to economil
activity, and also large differences according to ethnicity. For example. 86 per cent of white men were economically active at
the time of the survey, but only -2 per cent of'Pakistani and Bangladeshi men: and '2 per cent of white woolen were active
(thus precisely the same proportion, it so happens, as for Pakistani and Bangladeshi men), but only 25 per cent of Pakistani

and Bangladeshi women.

Till' 1901 ceillals showed that the main reason for economic inactivity among white people is retirement this was the

reason in the case of 65 per cent of inactive men and 43 per cent of inactive women. Retirement was much less a reason lot

inactivity among ethnic minority men. Only 42 per cent of' the inactive Afro-Caribbean men, 26 per cent of Indian men,
14 per cent of Pakistani men, 13 per cent of Bangladeshi men and 8.' per cent of Af.rican men were retired. Thinv-one per
cent of Bangladeshi men were inactive because they were permanently sick, as were 28 per cent of Pakistani men and 2- per
cent of Afro-(:aribbean men. In comparison. only 19.i pCr cyllt of inactive white men were permanently sick. This pattern
is repeated among women (rom ethnic minority groups. It is possible that these figures are a rentinder that ethnic minority
people contitme to be disproportionately employed in hazardous, stressf.id and unsatisfactory working conditions. In spring
1093 the I about Force survey showed that 31) per cent of ethnic minority young men were students compared Ill 19 per
cent of young white men: the figures fOr young women were respectively 31 per cent and 18 per cent.

Unem lo men
With regard to unemployment. there are two separate
definitions, km)Wo respectively as the "Il.()
Definition" (or -Standard LI'S Definition-) and the
"Broad LI'S Definition-. Most statistics provided by
the I FN on unemployment use the ILO or standard
definition. HU., involves counting someone as

unemployed if Li) they have not undertaken any
work I'm pay or profit during the Survey reference
week (10 ss.uit paid ssoik (c) are available to start
work ss it Inn two weeks and (d) have looked fot work

sithm the previous four weeks. The broad definition
differs by not using the fourth of these (JUL ria in

other words it does not requhe that people should

ILIS1 "ik during the pievious foul weeks.

--)

Table 15: unemployment by regions according to separate
definitions, autumn 1993. Source: l.abour Force Survey

Standard LFS (ILO)
unetnployed

Broad LI'S
unemployed

.I'housands o "i Imusands "0

C ;reaRT London -189 1.4.3 66 1 18..4

North West 3 Is 10.S '421 13.s

\Vest Midlands 193 11.2 14.1

Yorks/l lumb'soic 139 333 1 3.2

Cticat Britain 2,-93 10.1 1 2..3

heit aic Lonsidelahls mote people unemplosed ithling to the
lus is shown tlearly m LIN,: I 1 111 MI41111111 I qq.i

there were 2,-93.000 people unemployed at ((tiding to the standard definition but a million none. 3.-1)-3000, AL totting to
the bloatl definition. rhe table also show, tlk. raw figures and perlemages lot the four legions whew unemployment Was

highest.

broad delitm ion than alcoulnig to the II ) or standard definition.



Work and Social Class

As mentioned earlier, most statistics provided by the LI'S arc according to the 11,0 or standard definition, not the broad
definition. All references to unemployment here will use the ILO or standard definition, as for example in 'Fable 15. Iltis
shows the general picture for autumn 1993, comparing and contrasting the situations of six main sets of communities:
African, Bangladeshi, (;aribbean, Indian, Pakistani and white. The unemployment rate was highest fOr African
communities, 37 per cent. Also Pakistanis were very severely affected, with 30 per cent unemployment, Bangladeshis with
nearly 28 per cent and C.aribbeans with 25 per cent. Indian communities were much less affected. at 15 per cent, and
unemployment amongst white people stood at the much lower figure of 9.5 per cent .

Table 16: unemployment and ethnicity, autumn 1993. Source: I.abour
Force Survey

Employed Self-employed Training Unpaid in f:imily Unemployed

African 51.9 6.8 2.8 I.' 3..i
Bangladeshi 58.2 7.9 5.6 0.5 -ri . .--,
Caribbean 68.7 3.8 1 1 0.3 25.0
Indian 67.1 15.0 1.5 1.2 15.2
Pakistani 48.5 17.1 3.0 1.4 30.0
White 77.5 11.4 1.1 0.5 9.5

Fable 15 also shows some important

differences between diGrent kinds of
employment status Indian and
Pakistani people are far more likely to
be self-employed than others; there is
very little self-employment amongst
Caribbean people; and Bangladeshi
people are more likely than otb.is to
be train ing schemes.

As is well known, the unemployment
rate fluctuates nationally according to
the general economic situation. But

throughout the last ten years there have been marked differences between the white population on the one hand and ethnic
minority communities on the other. At all times there has been much higher unemployment amongst ethnic minority
people than white, and the difference has been even wider at times of economic recession.

Sectors 'Of the econom

There are important differences between
ethnic .ninority communities in relation to the
specific areas of the national economy where
they work, and to the impact of the shift
which has taken place nationally over the last
ten years front jobs in manufacturing to jobs
in services. The general nature of this shifi is
shown in Table 17.

In spring 1993, in the case of men, the
prop, .rtions employed in manufacturing were
much the same across all communities, with

Table 17: Changes from manufacturing to services, 1984-1993

1984/86 1993 change
number ofjobs number ofjobs

Manufacturing
White people 5,440,000 4,960,000 9% decline
Ethnic minorities 240.000 200,000 1Po decline

Services

White people 13,950,000 16,080,000 15(!i rise
Ethnic minorities 530,000 790,000 49% rise

the exception that South Asians were much less involved than others i t the construction industry, and that Pakistanis and
Bangladeshis were more invtdved in "other manufacturing". South Asians were much nll re likely than others to be working
in distribution, hotels. atering and repairs about a third of them were in this sector, compared with less than a fifih of
others. In the case 'men, South Asians were working mainly in distribution, hotels, catering and ivpairs; that Indian
women were more involved than others in "other manufacturing": eind that Black women were far more likely to be

involved than others in -other services" (these being health services in particular).



Social Class

Work and Social Class

With regard to social class, the census allocates all employed or self:employed people to one of six broad categories: (1)

professional (2) managerial and technical (3) skilled non-manual (4) skilled manual (5) partly skilled and (6) unskilled. The

ov.:rall picture, based on a ten per cent sample, is shown in Figure Eight.

Figure Eight shows many interesting differences in the class structure of different communities. The structure of the white

population can be taken as a baseline, so to speak, with which minority communities can be compared. Five in every

hundred white people belong to the professional class, 28 to the managerial and technical class, and 23 co the skilled non-

manual class. Therefore 56, altogether, are non-manual or white-collar workers. Twenty-one belong to the skilled manual

class, 15 to the partly skilled class, and six to the unskilled class --thus 42, altogether, are manual workers. There is one in

the armed fnrces, and one about whom information is lacking. It is interesting to examine the extent to which minority

communities approximate to this distribution, as shown in Figure Eight.

Similarly the I.abour Force Survey f)und some striking social class differences in 1993 between different communities.

Nearly two thirds of Indian men, for example, were in non-manual occupations compared with half of white men and only

two fifths of Bangladeshi. Black and Pakistani men. Thirteen per cent of Indian men were in professional occupations,

compared with nine per cent of white men, and about three per cent of Bangladeshi, Black and Pakistani men. In the case

of women, there were fewer differences between communities about two thirds of women in evay community were in

non-manual occupations. The proportion of ethnic minority women in prokssional occupations was slightly higher than

the proportion of white women.

The Labour Force Survey has shown that ethnic minority people have experienced a faster transfer over the years ttian white

people from manual to non-manual occupations. In 1984-86, 46 per cent of white men were in non-manual occupations

and this proportion increased to 51 per cent by 1993. In the case of edmic tninority men, by contrast, the increase was

from 45 per cent in 1984-86 to 57 per cent in 1993.

Figure 8: Social class profiles by ethnicity, 1991
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Crime, Law and Justice

THE MULTIETHNIC GOOD SOCIETY
FEATURE THREE

Crime, law and justice
No community is disproportionately the
victim of threats and violence. There is
no unjustifiable discrimination or

exclusion by ethnicity in employment or
the provision of goods and services.

People with a range of ethnic identities
can and do play a full part in running
the justice system, in all its branches.
No community is disproportionately

involved in crime and deviance.
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Racial violence
Racial hatred
The prison population
Staff and practitioners in
the criminal justice system
Industrial tribunals
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Crime, Law and Justice

Essential facts, figures and statistics on ethnicity, racial violence and the criminal justice system are provided by; the annual
British Crime Surve.y, the report, evidence and appendices of the Home Affairs Connnhtee on Racial Attacks and Harassment,

May 1994; two reports, respectively for 1992 and 1994 published by the Home Office, entitled Race and the Giminal
Justice System; annual reports by the Prison Service Race Relations Goup; a series of reports by the National Association jiff the

Care and Resettlement of (Venders (NACRO), of which the most recent is Black People workhtg in the &intim!! Justice Sysum,

1992: reports by individual constabularies; and answers to parliamentary questions. Unfortunately these various
publkations do not all use the same categories and terminology, and it is difficult therefore to compare them with each
othermd with data in the 1991 census.

In the following paragraphs the terms Afro-Caribbean and South Asian are used, as elsewhere in this booklet, but at times
statistics will be quoted which probably included African people within the Afro-Caribbean category, and used the term
"Asian" to refer not only to people from Bangladesh. India and Pakistan but also people from China and other parts of Asia

as well, It is unlikely, however, that these discrepancies seriously alka the accuracy of the ger .:ral picture which we present.

Racial Videnc
The British Crime Survey calculates that there were about 130,000 incidents of crime and threats against South Asian and
Afro-Caribbean people in 1991. The margin of error in this calculation, however, is very wide. The real figure could be as
low (so to speak) as 90,000 or else as high as 170,000. Either way it is essential to recall that racial violence is an offence

which affects not only the victim, ¶-id not only his or her family and close friends, but which also contributes to a sense of
threat, intimidation and insecurity for all members of the ethnic group to which the victim belongs.

"Racial attacks are not only against the law,- wrote the then Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police in 190'1, "they are
also socially divisive and morally repugnant... The Home Affairs Committee reporting in May 1994 quoted this and then
added:

"We would go further. We believe that if racism is allowed to grow unchecked it will begin to
corrode the fabric of our open and tolerant society'. For this reason, crimes and anti-social behaviour
become More serious when they are racially-motivated than when they are not. This belief lies at the
core of our review of this subject and of our recommendations...

Table 18 summarises the calculations of the British Crime Survey, It distinguishes between the experiences of Afro-

Caribbean and South Asian people, and between different kinds of incident.

The British Crime Survey records an
incident as raj:illy motivated if the
victim perceives and describes it as
such. The evidence for the victim's
perception may include the fact that
offensive racist language was used, and

the fact that the offence tends to be
committed only against members of
his or her ethnic group. 'Etble
shows that for South Asian people, but
not for Afro-Caribbean people, there
was a marked increase in their sense of
direat and insecurity between 1988
and 1002. For example, in 1988
South Asian people perceised 36 per
cent oldie assaults against them to be
racially motivated, whereas in 1992 the proportion was 56 per
34 and 24.

Table 18: estimated numbers of racially motivated incidents, by
ethnicity of victim and type of offence, 1991. Source: British Crime
Survey (Home Office Research and Planning Unit, paper 82)

Afro-Caribbean South Asian Afro-Caribbean
and South Asian

Assault

Threats

Vandalisni

Other

Tof,ds

6,000-20,000
1,000-13,000

3,000-17,000
3,000-21,000
21,000-61,000

13,000-- 20,000

21,000--69,000

9,000-31,000
1,000- 9,000

S4,000 124,000

23,000-45.000
29,000-71,000
17,000-41,000
8,000.-26,000

89,000-171,000

cent. The equivalent figures for Alio-(:aribbean people weie

3 0



Crime, Law and Justice

Table 19: proportions of incidents seen as racially
motivated, 1988 and 1992 Source: British Grime Survey
(Home Office Research and Planning Unit, paper 82)

Afro-Caribbean South Asian

1988 1992 1988 1992

Assaults 34 24 36 56

'llireats 44 24 50 66

Table 20: the estimated ages of persons
responsible for racially motivated
incidents in London, 1991-1993
Source: Metropolitan Police

Number Percentage

Under 15 2,184 30.0
16-20 2,060 28.5
21-30 1,611 22.3
31-40 715 9.9
41-50 338 4.7
over 51 321 4.4

Total 7,229 99.8

-he raeial violence ramid

t is unfortunate that the British Grime Survey statistics
do not distinguish between different South Asian
communities. For it is probable that Pakistani and
Bangladeshi people suffer more directly front racial
violence than do Indian people. It would be valuable if
future monitoring were to test this hypothesis, and to
clarify the reasons for whatever differences are found.

It is important also that there should be monitoring of
the characteristics of offenders. The Metropolitan Police,

in this respect, has collected information over the last few years on the
ages of offenders, as perceived by victims and witnesses. 'Me results are
summarised in table 20. The table shows clearly that racial violence and
harassment are offences perpetrated mainly by young people, as indeed
are most other crimes and offences as well. Almost 60 per cent of the
incidcnts, three in five, were perpetrated by people under 20. Thirty per
cent, almost a third, were perpetrated by children or juveniles under 15,
and over 80 per cent, four in five, were perpetrated by people under 30.

Note on Table 20

The ages don-enders were estimated by victims and witnesses. The table does

not include the many incidents (4,733 altogether in the three-year period) where

no estimate of age was made.

Racial violence and harassment can be pictured as a pyramid. At the peak, there are incidents of murder and very serious
violence. These incidents arc invariably reported in the mainstream media, both local and national, though seldom with the
same degree'tddetail and coverage given to other murders, and usually with much less
sense of continuity and context than is provided by the ethnic minority press.

At a lower level of the pyramid there are the incidents which are reported to the murders
police; these do not get coverage in the malia, and are unknown to the vast and

seriousmajority of white people. They include physical violence and assault, verbal
assaults

abuse, and criminal damage. At a lower level again, there are incidents
which are not reported to the police but which affect the behaviour and
consciousness of the victims, and of their friends and families. incidents reported

to the police

At thc base of the pyramid there is a climate of kar, insecurity and
intimidation which cramps the lives of virtually all black and
ethnic minority people in mir society.

Figure 9: The racial
violence pyramid

Incidents not reported to
The pyramid as a whole exists in a society in which black a the police, but talkednd about In the community
ethnic minority people see themselves as disadvantaged not
only hy racial violence and harassment but also by

exclusion and discrimination in the labour market, the
housing system, the education system, government
and pally politics, and the criminal justice system. a Wham'. of fear, inaeaurity and Intimidation

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1



Crime, Law and Justice

Racial hatre

By March 1994 the Attorney-General had authorised
14 prosecutions for incitement to racial hatred under
the Public Order Act 1986. Seven of these 14 had
resulted in a conviction, and one in an acquittal. In
three cases prosecutions had started but had not yet
been concluded. In one of the other three cases the
defendant was bound over and in a second the
dekndant died before trial. The third was discontinued
by the Crown Prosecution Service. (Source: Hansard,
14 March 1994, columns 485--486.)

he stison

Table 21: the prison population in England and Wales
in 1992, by ethnicity Source: Home Office and ()PCS, as
reported in the Central Statistical Office's Social li-ends 2./

Note: all figures are per 10,000 population.

Men Women All

Afro-Caribbean 144.0 9.0

South Asian 24.3 0.4 12.4

White 19.4 0.5 0.6

Other/not disclosed 72.1 5.4 38.3

All 22.0 02 11.0

A study of the prison population on 30 June 1992, based on a ten per cent sample of male prisoners and a 20 per cent
sample of female, showed marked differences with regard to ethnicity. Table 21 summarises the results. It shows that the
proportion of Black men (i.e. both Afro-Caribbean and African) in prison was seven times higher than the proportion of
white men, and that the proportion of Black women was almost 20 times higher than the proportion for while women.
The proportion of South Asian men was higher than that of white people, but considerably less than that of Black. The

differences are to an extent accounted for by the younger age-structure of the ethnic minority comnlunities, but also by the

fact that significant proportions of the prisoners classified as ethnic minority were in fact foreign nationals.

A compalative study made a year later, on 30 June 1993, showed that the over-representation of Black women ill prison, .15

compared with Black men, is almost entirely accounted for by the large numbers of Black female prisoners who are foreign

nationals, mainly from African countries. Similarly it was shown that South Asian men are not in fact over-represented ill

prison, as compared with white men, if the focus of study is only on those who are UK nationals. (Source: Appendix 3 of

the Home Office's publication Race and the Criminal Jus(ice System, 1994.)

Staff and ractitionefs in the Criminal Vstke s 5stem

It is very relevant to consider, in the context of any consideration of justice in multi-ethnic Britain, the ethnic composition
of the various bodies and agencies concerned with maintaining the criminal justice system. Table 22 summarises the results
of various recent surveys referred to in the Home Office's publication Race and the Criminal justice System, 1994.

Unfortunately, the Home Office does not distinguish in its reporting between African, Afro-Caribbean and South Asian
people, and the blanket term "ethnic minority.' almost certainly conceals some significant differences between the

participation and involvement of different communities.

When one is studying l'able 22, it is relevant to recall that a key baseline figure for all comparisons, as shown in earlier pages

of this booklet, is 5.5 per cent. In so far as agencies have their base in London. however. as of course the Metropolitan

Police has, and also to a large extent the F lome Office the baseline fOr comparisons is up to 20 per cent. Another type of

baseline in relation to mOst of the percentages in Table 22 is provided by the ethnic composition of the prison population:

of all UK nationals in prison on 30 June 1993, 12 per cent were front ethnic minority backgrounds. (This was made up of
nine per cent Black, 1.8 per cent South Asian and 1.2 per cent others. 'Fhe source for this data is Appendix 3 (tithe I lonie

Office's publication Race and the (.'rimmol Jusinv System, 1994.)
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Crime, Law and Justice

Table 22: staff and practitioners in the criminal justice system in the 1990s, by ethnicity
Source: The Home Office's Race and the Criminal justice System, 1994, except where otherwise indicated.

Agency Date of survey Percentage ethnic minority'

Boards of visitors March 1994 7.0
Clerks to the Justices March 1994 0.0
Crown Prosecution Service

Total staff March 1994 6.4
New entrants, 1993 January 1994 9.2
Resignations and dismissals, 1993 January 1994 8.7

I lome Office
Admin assistants 1993 19.0
Admin officers 1993 20.0
Executive officers 1993 2.0
Higher executive 1993 3.0
Grades 1-7 1993 0.7

Judiciary
Judges and recorders July 1994 see note I
Lay magistrates:
new appointments July 1994 5.5

Legal prokssion
QCs March 1994 see note 2
Barristers October 1993 see note 3
Solicitors January 1994 2.3

Other magistrates court stall March 1994 4.2
Parole Board January 1994 8.0
Police service (see note 4)

'1Otal nationally 31 December 1993 1.5
(;reater Manchester Police 31 December 1993 1.9
Nletropolitan Police 31 December 1993 2.4
West Midlands Police 31 December 1993 3.4
By rank nationally
Inspectors and above 31 December 1993 0.31
Sergeants 31 December 1993 0.5'
Constables 31 December 1993 I .8

Prison service (see note 5)
( ;rades 1 -7 I April 1994 0.4
( ;overnors 1 April 1994 0.5
Principal officers 1 April 1994 0.5
Senior officers 1 April 1994 I .1
Officers 1 April 1994 2.4

Probation service December 1992 5.3

Notes
I As 011 luly 199.t there were Mtn circuit judges (out of 510 altogether), 11 recorders tout of 8(i6)and nine assistant recorders (0111 of

3).0 from ethnic minority backgrounds. lhere WA`, no ethnic minority representation amongst the 95 high court judges, 29 I ords
lustice, or 101ords of Appeal. Source: monitoring report lw the Inclicial Appointments Division. Inl 1991, notified to the
Runnymede .1rust.

2 A, i 31 Nl,ttclt 199,, thete ten ethnic minority Q.( s, horn five wele south mul tom Al.,.(..,rtithe,un. (source: the fLit
( :mined.) In 1993, 14 applicatitms to become QCs were made by ethnic mint)] it people and one pet son (seven pet cent ) was
appointed. )verall, 1-1 applications were made and -0 (15 pet cent) \vele appointed.
ln October P)9 I the liat Coon( il conducted a survey [elating to the ethnicity of all lutristets. I ftc numbet of questionnmes
distributed seas 7.19,1 and the number returned was 5,10,1, which is only 75 per Lent. 01 those ss Ito did reply. 6.1 pet Lent (110 out ol
5,101) were front ethnic minority backgrounds. 11is is probable. the v,tst majority of non-respondents were white. then the ALMA
ptoportion of ethnic minority barnstets 'mist be in the region of 4.6.

The figures Mr the police service by region ale taken flom 1 lansaid, 26 April 199,j, (ulumw, 95 96.1 he Civic, by rank al, takcn
ditectly 1 rom the I I M Inspectorate of Constabulai y's own monitoring reulinsts notified to the Runnymede
'lite ligtucs for tl le ptisott sei vice ale quoted directly Irom the service's own looms, as notified to the Runnymede 1 flea.

_



Crime, Law and Justice

Discrimination and tribunal
The number of racial

discrimination cases has been

increasing steadily over the last

three years. In all three years, two

thirds of racial discrimination cases

were withdrawn, disposed of

otherwise or conciliated without
going to tribunal. Only 20 per cent
of the cases in 1992-93 which went

to a hearing were successful (69 out

of 338); this was an increase,

however, on the 15 per cent of the

Table 23: racial discrimination cases at industrial tribunals, 1990
1993 Source : Discrimination Cases in Tribunals: 1991-92 and 1992-93, Equal

Opportunities Review, No 54, March/April 1994.

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93

'Focal number 926 1032 1070

Total to a hearing 313 323 338

Success at the hearing 47 48 69

Dismissed at the hearing 276 175 269

Disposed of otherwise 46 53 54

Withdrawn 451 460 371

ACAS conciliated settlement 228 196 185

previous year (48 out of 323). The overall pattern is shown in 'Fable 23.

Compensation
There were fewer awards for compensation for racial discrimination in 1992-93 and 1991-92 than in 1990-91. In 1990-91

awards were made for 27 cases compared with 22 cases for each of two later ),ears. However, the median award in 1992-93

was higher than in previous years, £3,333. Over half of cases received awards of £3,000 or more and another 22 per cent

received between £2,000 and £2,999. None of the awards were less than £500.

Racial discrimination cases in context

IN MEMORIAM, 1992-1993

Ruhullah Aramesh

Nlurdered in Thornton I leath, south I.ondon, July 1992.

Saddik Dada

Murdered in Manchester, January 1992.

Rohit Duggal

Murdered in Eltham, south east London. July 1992.

Ashig I lussain

Murdered in Biriningham, August 1992.

Ali Ibrahim
Murdered in li-ighmn, November 1993.

Stephen I.awrence

Murdered in Eltham, south east London. April 1993.

Iftigaar Malik

Murdered in Newcastle, June 1993,

Khoa7 Miah

Murdered in Newcastle, August 1992.

Hai Mir/a
Nlurdeted in east I.ondon, February 1993.

Sher Singh Sagoo

Nitirder,d in Lewisham, south I ondon, (ktohei 1992.

Nim Samarasinha

rdered in I Amdon, January 1992

Panchadcharan Samitharan.

Died in January 1992 alier an attak in I)ecember 1991,

Newham, east Imndon.

A Department of F,mployment survey in 1993 found that 87
per cent of all cases brought to industrial tribunals were by

white applicants. Asian and Afro-Caribbean applicants

comprised 4 per cent each. A smaller number of cases of race

discrimination 21 per cent were settled by ACAS

conciliation than with regard to sex discrimination cases, 36

1)er cent. Forty-two per cent of racial discrimination cases were

withdrawn, including private settlement ten per cent more

than sex discrimination. Only 6.5 per cent of racial

discrimination cases were successful compared with nine per

cent of sex discrimination cases. Twenty six per cent were

dismissed at the tribunal, compared with 17.5 per cent of sex

discrimination cases .(Nigel Tremlett and Nitya Banerji,

Survey of Industrial Tribunal Applicants, Employment Gazette,

January 1994.

Sources:
Discrimination Cases in Tribunals: 1991-92 and 1992-93,

Equal Opportunities Review, No 54, March/April 1994.

Nigel Tremlett and Nitya Banerii, Survey of' Indust rial

Tribunal Applicants, Employment Gazette, January 1994.

In Memoriam:
This list is of murders believed or shown to be radally

motivated, and is based on press monitoring by the

Runnymede Trust.



Material conditions of life

THE MULTI-ETHNIC GOOD SOCIETY
- FEATURE FOUR

Material conditions of life

No ethnic minority community is

disproportionately affected by

poor material conditions of life,

for example poor and undesirable

housing.
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Material conditions of life

In May 1994 the Departinent of the Environment published a document entitled Index or Local Conditions: an analysis based on

1991 &mils data. It explains how the (;overnment define's deprivation and in effect provides a series of league tables to show

which local authority districts in England (but not Wales, Northern Ireland or Scotland) are most affected by deprivation.

There are 366 local amhority districts in England altogether. Each district is composed of wards and there are about 8,600

wards in the country overall. Each ward is composed of enumeration districts (EDO and altogether there are about 101,000

of these in England as a whole.

.ulti le de rivatio
When calculating the level of deprivation in a local

authority district the Government uses 13 separate

indicators. For statistical reasons it uses only six,

however, when measuring deprivation at 12.1) lesel.

It uses seven indicators at ward level. The 13

indicators are shown in the box on the right.

Even without technical explanations and

definitions it can be seen that many of these are

very relevant for any consideration of the material

conditions of life experienced by black and ethnic

minority communities. If the tables opposite are

compared with 'Etble Three, on page 15, it can be

seen that many -- but by no means all black

and ethnic minority communities are living in the
districts and areas suffering most front deprivation.

Indicators of deprivation

unemployment
children in low earning households

overcrowded housing

housing lacking basic amenities

households with no car

children in 'unsuitable' accommodation
educational participation at age 17

ratio of long-term to all unemployed

Income Support recipients

low educational attainment at GCSE

standardised mortality rates

derelict land

house contents insurance premiums, as a proxy

measure of crime levels.

Theiv are three main league tables, shown on the

next page as Fables 24, 25 and 26. 'Ethic 24 lists the 40 most deprived districts with regard to the overall degree of

deprivation. Table 25 lists the 40 most deprived districts with regard to extent of deprivation i.e. the proportion ()leach

which is made up of EDs which belong to the most deprived seven per cent in England generally. Table 26 lists districts

according to the intensity of deprivation i.e. the severity of deprivation in the three poorest wards.

hared a enda

It is relevant, in relation to the themes and facts illustrated in the tables on the opposite page, to cite some conclusions in a

policy paper recently published by the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR):

"Colour is a factor in the total analysis of social disadvantage and inability to achieve full
citizenship, but it a weak indicator of need over and beyond the elimination of discrimination, for
while some non-white groups may have more members in need of assistance, others may have less,
and the needs in question will not always be based on race but will sometimes be identical to those
of white people.

"Some aspects of racial disadvantage can only be tackled within wide-ranging needs-based or class-
based programmes ..."

(Racial Equality: cohno; culture and justiceby Tirig Modood, Institute fOr Publit. Policy Research, 1994, page 16.1



Material conditions of life

De ree, extent,.diversi
Table 24: degrees of multiple deprivation: the 40 most deprived distriits, 1991.
Table 25: extelll of multiple deprivation: the 40 most deprived districts, 1991.
Table 26: intensity of multiple deprivation: the 40 most deprived districts, 1991.

Table 24 Degree Table 25 Exteni Table 26Intensity

Newham

2 Southwark

3 I iackney

Islington

Birmingham

6 1 .iverpool

"lwer Hamlets

8 1 .ambeth

9 Sandwell

10 Haringey

11 1...ewisham

12 Knowsley

13 Manchester

14 Greenwich

Camden

16 F lamm & Fulham

1 Newcastle-u-Tyne

18 Barking & Dagenham

19 Kens'ton & Chelsea

20 Waltham Forest

21 Wandsworth

South Tyneside

23 Bradford

24 Middlesbrough
15 Nottingham

26 Westminster

27 Wolverhampton

Salford

29 Brent

30 Blackpool

31 Blackburn

32 Gateshea(l

33 Sunderland

34 1 lardepool

Sheffield

36 I.eicester

.37 Ealing

.38 Oklham

Brighton

40 1 )oncaster

lacknev

Thwer Hamlets

Southwark

Islington

Newham

Lambt.;1;

Haringey

Camden

lamm & Fulham

Westminster

Brent

I .ewisha lii

Kens & Chelsea

Knowsley

Greenwich

Waltham Forest

1.iverpool

Wandsworth

Birmingham

Hove

Brighton

Newcastle-u-Tyne

Blackpool

Ealing

Manchester

Bradford

Southampton

Portsmouth

Plymouth

Barking & Dagenhatn

Sandwell

Hastings

Coventry

Bournemouth

Sheffield

South Tyneside

Blackburn

Enfield

Thanet

(. ;teat Yat m)uth

7

lOwer 1 lamlets

Birmingham

I,ambeth

-lack ney

Southwark

Waltham Forest

Brent

Lewisham

Newham

Hamm &. Fulham

Islington

\Westminster

Camden

Plymouth

Kens & Chelsea

Haringey

Blackpool

Sheffield

Liverpool

Greenwich

Wandsworth

Salford

Manchester

.eeds

Bradford

Newcastle-u-lYne

Portstnouth

KnoWsley

Bournemouth

Nottingham

Ealing

Southampton

Brighton

Sandwell

Brktol

Barking & I >agenham

Preston

Wolverhampton

( 'treat Yarmouth

( :roydon

MY,frA511.*.Y.A.S,MWM.3...tnefli 1.laiMe_1-1141SWA.59t.,,
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Fhe most comprehensive data on population si/es and patterns is
provided by the /991 Census, published in two volumes by
Office of Population C.ensuses and Surveys (OPCS). The 1991
Census was the first time in which information about ethnic
origin was collected. Other demographic sources used in this
booklet include Population li-ends and Sociel Trends. The annual
Social 7irnds makes Nrticularly fascinating reading because it
reports on d wide range of trends over s. whole year.

The Labour Force Survey (LI'S), now published every quarter,
provides much information on employment trends. Annual
statistics On a range of areas such as prison statistics, published by
the Home Office, provide another useful source of data.
Immigration statistics complied by the Flume Office and
publislied in the annual Control of hnmigration: Statistics United
Kingdom are also important. Further, valuable information is
published from time to time in answers to parliamentary
questions in the House of-Commons.

For the past few years many governnlent departments have
published annual reports. Of these the Home Office's annual
repot t provides information on ethnic minority people in the
police force, fire service, prison service and immigration service.

The Department of Defence publishes an annual report which
details progress on equal opportunities in the armed forces. The
Department of Health publishes statistics on halth and
employment in the health service in relation to ethnic minority
groups in its annual Health oldie Nation report.

Several excellent and comprehensive introductions to the
demography of ethnic minority populations are available. For
example, David Owen's very valuable pa; 'rs on the 1991
Census, published mainly by the University of Warwick, provide
infnrmation about ethnic minority population statistics, housing
and employment patterns and other data. A similar and very
readable report by Roger Ballard and Virinder Singh Kalra, at the
University of Manchester, provides a ;houghtful and thorough
analysis of statistics with particular regard to concepts of
religious and cultural identity, and to issues of self-definition.
The 1.ondon Research Centre has analysed the 1991 census data
fnr l.ondon, and has provided a clear and usefid account of how
the "ethnic question" may be understood. A broadly similar
analysis has been made for the Runnymede Trust by Robert
Moore about the black population of Liverpool; this too contains
litany general reflections, relevant throughout the country, on the
nature and uses of ethnic statistics. Richard Skellington's Race'
in Britain 'inlay, published in 1992 for an Open University
course, contains In:Inv valuable overviews and summaries.
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